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Abstract
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We presenta spectraltau method for the efficientsolution
of the incompressibleNavier-Stokesequationsin a planar
channel geometry, with the Navier-Stokes equationsexpressedin the vorticity-streamfunction formulation. The
main innovations of the schemeare the incorporation of
no-slip constraints in the semi-implicit time advancement
of the vorticity field, and the efficient and accurate solution of the linear systemsresulting from the numerical
discretizationOfthe equationsby well-conditionedintegration operators. The pressurefield is calculatedin a postprocessingstep by direct inversionof the gradient. The
asymptoticstability of our schemeis analyzed,and a numerical solution of the Orr-Sommerfeldstability problem
for plane Poiseuilleflow is performed to offer a comparison
of our method of enforcingthe no-slipboundarycondition
with that of existing techniques. Results from representative direct simulationsare presentedto demonstratethe
accuracyof the scheme.

J.P. Lynov*

Introduction

The dynamical generationof vorticity through boundary
layer interactions near material walls is a fundamental
problem in both scientific and applied fluid dynamics.

Although many of the problemsof practical interest at
high Reynoldsnumbersrequirea full three-dimensionaldescription, there are important caseswith moderately high
Reynoldsnumber in the range 100-10,000in which a two
dimensionalassumptionis justified. Experiments on complex boundarylayer dynamicsin whichtwo-dimensionality
of the flow has been emphasizedhave been conducted in

stratifiedfluids[1, 2], rotatingfluids[3] and in flowsin
whichspecialcarewastakenin initially generatinga twodimensional
disturbance
[4, 5].
In this paper, we describea spectral tau method for the
solution of the incompressibleNavier-Stokesequationsin
boundedgeometries.Specialattention is givento avoiding

the serious
accuracy
degradation
recentlydemonstrated
[6]

in high resolutionpolynomial approximationsof high order spatial derivatives.The simplestgeometryincluding
Key words: tau method, incompressibleNavier-Stokes rigid boundariesis the periodic channel,which will be used
equations, no-slip vorticity constraints, invertible in- throughout. We note, however,that the method is not restricted to this geometry. We have implementedsimilar
tegral operators,pressurecalculation.

AMS subject classifications: 65M70, 76D05, 76D15,

algorithmsfor the solutionof flowsin an annulargeometry [3,7], andcoordinate
transformations
basedonrational

functions
mayalsobe applied[8].

76M25.

This paper is organizedas follows: In Sec. 2, the basic dynamical equationsare introduced. We choseto solve
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the incompressible
Navier-Stokesequationsin the vorticity-streamfunction(•v-•b)formulation.Comparedto the
primitive variable approach,the w-•b formulation reduces
the numberof momentumequationsfrom two to one. It
eliminatesthe pressurefrom the calculations,and satisfies

the incompressibility
condition,V-u = 0, by construction.
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Section2.1 containsequationsfor the viscousevolutionof
the total energyand enstrophyin the flow. Theseequations are usedas accuracychecksof the code.
The vorticity-streamfunction formulationof flowswith
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no-sIip boundary conditionsleads to an overdetermined The Jacobian,[w,•], is definedas
Poissonequationrelating vorticity to the streamfunction.

In Sec.3, the solutionof this problem(via the integral
soNability
constraint
methodby Coutsias
andLynov[9]is
brieflydiscussed),
andthe accuracyof thismethodis inves-

[w'•]- OxOy OxOy

Helmholtz equations.A fully discretestability analysisof

u(x,y= :t:l,t) = Uñ(t)• ,

We note that the incompressibilityconditionis a priori
tigated by performingthe solutionof the Orr-Sommerfeld
satisfiedin the vorticity-streamfunction formulation.
eigenvalueproblem.
The normalizeddynamicalequationsare solvedin a peSection 4 describesthe implementation of the spectral
riodic channel,•D,with no-slipwalls locatedat y = :t:1and
schemefor dynamicalequations.Specialattention is given
a periodicx-dependence
of lengthL•. At the impermeable
to the useof the invertibleintegrationoperatormethod[8]
walls
we
assume
no-slip
boundary
conditions
in the accurate and efficient solution of the Poisson and
the scheme concludes this section.

The pressuredoesnot enter the Navier-Stokesequations
in the vorticity-streamfunctionformulation,but an accurate determinationof the pressurefield is significantfor the
interpretationof the results.We have developeda method
for determiningthe pressurefield in a post-processing
step
based on the instantaneousvorticity field. This method,
describedin Sec. 5, avoids the traditional difficultiesof
overdeterminancyof the pressurePoissonproblemand preservesthe highaccuracyobtainedin the calculationof the
vorticity.
Section 6 contains two numerical tests of the code. The

first test is an unstable Poiseuilleflow with the same parametersas in the Oft-Sommerfeldeigenvalueanalysis,and
the secondtest is a vortex sheet roll-up between moving
no-slipwalls at high Reynoldsnumber usedfor investigation of the overall error of the scheme. Finally, Section7
includessomeconcludingremarks.

2

whereUñ(t) signifies
thetimedependent
horizontal
velocity of the walls. In the vorticity-streamfunction formulation, these conditionsbecome

= Uñ,
(2) u(x,
y=:kl,t)
=00y=ñ•
ensuringthat the fluid followsthe movingwall, and

(3)
(x,y =
= rñ(O ,
whereF ñ(t) arearbitraryfunctions
oftime.
As may be observedfrom these boundary conditions,
we end up with a problem of an overdeterminedPoisson

equationin Eq.(1) unlessproperconstraintsare imposed
on the vorticity. In Sec. 3 we will return to this problem
and devisea method for deriving the appropriate no-slip
solvabilityconstraintsfor the vorticity.

2.1

Basic equations

For two-dimensional,incompressibleflows it is convenient
to expressthe Navier-Stokesequationsin the vorticitystream function formulation;

Energy and enstrophy evolution

In the absenceof viscosity,the Navier-Stokesequations,or
rather the Euler equations,possessan infinite number of
conservedquantities
ß

lul2ds,
V2•, =

-w ,

where the scalar vorticity field, w, is given as

a(w)
dS,

where•Dis a planardomain,simplyor multiply connected,
with the velocitytangential at the boundaries.Here E is

the energy,andCa[w]areCasimirfunctionals
with G(w)
beingan arbitrary measureof the vorticity. For the special

caseG(w)= w2 wewrite
VXU--Wi

,

and the streamfunction, % is related to the velocityfield
by

u=

xiy kay'

• =/vw2
dS,
with • being the enstrophy.
For finite viscositythe temporal evolutionof the energy
may be derivedfor the presentproblem,yielding

An AccurateTau Method For Incompressible
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Introducingthe Fourierexpansioninto the Poissonequa-

dE
df

= -m + ,,L.(U-(t)•- - u+(t)• +) -

(4)

6p
/••b
dS,

dy:•

where
•v+ isthevorticity
along
themoving
wallsaty = -4-1,
respectively,
and 5p signifiesthe pressuredrop alongone
periodicitylengthof the channel.UsingEq.(1), we find
the temporalevolutionof the enstrophy

(5) • --•

tion (1) for j • 0 yields

). fids- 2v (Vw)
2dS,

'

where we have defined the coefficient

2•rj

Aj= L•
In Eq.(8) we have changedthe y-derivativeto an ordinary derivative, sincetime doesnot enter explicitly in the
present discussion.

Introducing
the DirichletGreen'sfunction,Gj(yls), we

where fi is an outward pointing normal to the boundary,
writethesolution,
•j(y), to Eq.(8)subject
fiD. We note that all terms originatingfrom the interior mayformally
to
the
Dirichlet
boundary
conditions,
Eq.(7), as
of the flow are alwaysnegative. Thus, the only way the
total energyand enstrophymay increaseis by production
at the boundary.Theseexpressions
are usedas accuracy (9)
•j(y) = 1 &j(s)Gj(yls)ds
.
tests for the numerical approximations.In these tests, we
comparethe time derivativesobtained directly from the The Neumanncondition,Eq.(6), now requires

/_,

code, based on time centered differencesof E and f• over
three consecutivetime steps,with the instantaneousvalues

determinedby evaluationof the right handsidesof (4) and
(5) at the centertime step.

<10>
d½.•
[ ' dGj(y[s>
I ds
=0
This providesnecessary,as well as sufficient,conditions

for solvabilityof Eq.(8) underthe constraints
imposedby
3 Vorticity boundary conditions
Eqs.(6)-(7)for j • 0. (Note that uniqueness
followsfrom
the uniqueness
of the Dirichletproblem.)
As discussed
in Sec.2, enforcingno-slipboundarycondiDetermination of the Dirichlet Green's function,
tions on the Navier-Stokesequationsin the w-• formula- Gi(yls), may be accomplished
by numericalapproximation leadsto an overdetermined
Poisson
equationin Eq.(1). tions. Although not a complicatedtask, the results can
This problemhasbeenaddressed
by severalauthors(see, easilybe contaminated
by significantnumericalerrors,not
e.g.,[10,11, 12]).Here,wewill applythemethodby Cout- to mention the derivative of the approximation. These
siasandLynov[9].
problems
are furtherdiscussed
in [9] and [Xa]. Here,we
The two unknownfields are expandedin Fourier series simplynote that it is possibleto derivesolvabilityconstraintsefficiently
andwith spectralaccuracy.
Expanding

e(z,
y) '- Z

•(y) exp z

theFourier
coefficients,
&j and½•,in Chebyshev
series

where subscriptj indicates the Fourier mode-number.
In this framework, the Neumann boundary conditions,

(11, ('t•:
)----•"(
?,::
)Ti(y,
,

Eq.(2), become

whereTi(y) - cos(icos
-1 y) is the i-th orderChebyshev

i----0

polynomialof the first kind, the solvabilityconstraintson

(0) O•(y)
I {U*(t)
j=0
0y

=

0

j40

'

For the Dirichletboundaryconditions,Eq.(3), we obtain

the vorticity expansioncoefficientstal/e the form

o:

rbz,: o.
i---0

(7)

½•(ñ•)=F*(t)
0 i4o
j=o '

The'
coefficients
B• areindependent
oftimeandviscosity,

so they may be precalculatedprior to a numericalsimula-

In the following,we will split the treatment into two cases tion. In fact,thecoefficients
onlydependonthe geometry
for j • 0 and j -- 0.
of the problem, i.e. L•, besidesthe actual truncation of
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the expansions.Thus, one may, onceand for all, calculate

the equations

B• witha veryhightruncation.
These
coefficients
may

then be applied to all problemswith lower resolutionfor a
given L•.
For the Fouriermodej = 0, we note that the vorticity
must maintain a circulation, C, consistentwith the velocity of the walls, where

(15)

oz+ U •xx+ Ox= UV• '
•-

(16)

V2• = -& .

As boundaryconditionswe obtain

,
=0•[ =0

(17)

c -- f• u-•=L.(U-(O-U+(O)
(13)

=

•dS = Lx

95

assumingthat we consideronly stream-wiseperturbations
with non-zerowave-numbers.Followingthe standardprocedurefor temporal stability analysiswe expressthe per-

•o(y, 0 dy.
1

Given &o(y,t), Galilean invarianceof the Naylet-Stokes
equationsallowsboth U+(t) and U-(t) to be shiftedby
properly choosinga frame of reference. In the following,

the choiceU- (t) = -U+(t) is made.
By integrating the x-componentof the moment equation
in primitive variablesalong the walls at y = +1 one obtains

turbations

as

• = eXt[wC(y)
cos(akx)
+ uS(y)sin(akx)]
,
• = eX•[•hC(y)cos(akx)
+ •S(y)sin(akx)]
,

the constraints

wherek 6 N+ is the wavenumberalongthe channel,a =
2•r/L• is the aspectratio and A = A• + i A• 6 C expresses

(14) 0•ø
I•=ñ• .•_15p
Oy
vLx--•I d¸

the complexfrequencyof the initial perturbation. For A• >
0 we have temporal instability, and for A• < 0 we have
temporal stability of the initial perturbation.

where •p is the total pressure difference along a length

of periodof the channel.The two conditionsin (14) are
consistent
with the circulationrequirement(13), so any
two of the three conditions

can be used as constraints.

We

will return to this issue in Sec. 4.2.2.

When solvingthe Poissonequation for • during the simulation, Dirichlet boundary conditionsare usedfor j • 0
and Neumann conditionsfor j = 0. This leavesus the
freedom to choose

•0o-- O.

Introducingtheseexpressions
into Eqs.(15)-(17)gives
the Oft-Sommerfeldeigenvalueproblem. By using this
procedurethe eigenvalueproblemis expressedas two coupled secondorder differential equations. This form is different from the singlefourth-orderequationobtained in

the classicalpure streamfunctionformulation(see, e.g.,

[14]). Our formulationoffersthe opportunityto compare
resultsobtainedeither by applyingthe four boundarycon-

ditionsonthe streamfunction(asin the usualapproach),
or by applying the Dirichlet boundary conditionson the
streamfunctionand applyingthe solvabilityconstraints
on the vorticity.

3.1

Solution of the Orr-Sommerfeld equa-

In orderto solvethe Oft-Sommerfeldequation,we follow

the pioneering
workby Orszag[14].Thus,weapproximate

tion

all unknownsby truncatedChebyshevseriesas
In order to study the accuracyof the solvabilityconstraints
and ensurethe consistencyof the scheme,we now address
the Oft-Sommerfeldequationin the vorticity-streamfunction formulation. Assumingwe may expressthat

T,(y) .

¾,(•,y,O= e(y) + •(x,y,O
and

•(x,y,t) = •(y) + z(x,y,t) ,
we obtain(by linearizingEq.(1) aroundthe solution)

andvo=---=O
uo= O•b=U(y)
0-•
Ox '

Due to the even-oddsymmetryof the Orr-Sommerfeld
equationit is sufficientto considerthe even Chebyshev
modes,only.However,for simplicitywe havehavechosen
not to take advantageof this property.
Introducingtheseexpansions
yieldsthe followingset of

equations
for eachChebyshev
mode(i);
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where A and B are 4 x 4 general block-matricesof order
M + 1, given as

A =

4q•oqs
]
-I000]
_Q•

Q4 _Q3

I

0

(18)

(25)

I

-I

0

0

0

0

0

'

Q1

0 0 0
0

Here I is the identity matrix and the block matrices are
definedby row, i, as

M

Ci

0

0

0

wherek is the stream-wise
mode-number.
Forconvenience,
we have introducedthe symbols

B =

0

0 Q1 0

Q•: D• - (•k):I, Q•: •kC,(D•gr,.)
Q,•= ,,kc,(O,.) Q,•= -•,Q,•

'

p----*i+2
pq-• eve•

inforthesecond
orderspectral
differential
operator,
D 2, [16], The boundaryconditionsare appliedastau-conditions,
cluded in the two bottom rows of the submatrices.

and

Applying the boundary conditionson the stream function only is done by putting the Neumann conditions,
Eq.(20), in the bottomrowsof submatrixA13 and A24.
The Dirichletconditions,Eq.(19), are appliedin the sub-

M

c,(], •0)=
m---M

fortheconvolution
operator
[14].Here] ----(]o,..., ]M)T,
õ ----(õ0,... ,õM)T, andco-- 2, ci = 0 fori < 0 andci - 1
for i > 0.

In this context,the four boundaryconditions(17) on
the stream function

become

M

M

09) •(+•)',• = o
i

,

i--0

=0,
i•-0

M

M

(20) •-](*1),+1.2
• •,-c= o , •(*1) ,+1.•
, •,', = o ,
ira0

Alternatively,
we mayenforcethe vorticityconstraints
(7)
and (12) as
M

(21)

i

,

=0,
i--O

M

02)

M

• •? = 0, • •
i=0

= 0.

i=0

De•ing the eigenvectorof the problem

x = (z•,...,•,•0,

** ,•,

Alternatively,enforcing
the vorticityconstraints
is performed.by applyingthe Dirichlet boundaryconditions
on the streamfunction,Eq.(21), in the submatricesAss
and A44, and the solvabilityconstraintson the vorticity,
Eq.(22), in the submatrices
An and A22.
The actualeigenvalue
calculations
are performedusing
the QZ-algorithm[15]ona SUNSparc2 in doubleprecision
and a floatingpoint accuracyof 10-•6. To selectactual
eigenvalues
from spuriousones,the calculationis done for

increasing
numberof modesin the expansions,
and only
eigenvalues
whichvaryby a smallamount,O(10-4), when
increasing
M are considered
asbeingadequatelyresolved.
For comparing
the two differenttypesof boundaryconditions, we considerthe standard test caseof a Poiseuil]e
flowwith a velocityprofilegivenas

M

i=0

matrices Aa3 and A44.

.,

(24)
U(y) = U0(1- y2) .
We setthe channellength,Lx = 2•r (i.e. c•= 1.0), k = 1,
Uo = 1.0 and Re = 1/y = 10000.For this case,it is well

known
thatonlyonelinearlyunstable
modeexists.Orszag
[14]foundthefrequency
andthegrowthrateofthismode
to be

...

0.23752649 A• = 0.00373967,

Eq.(18)mayberec•t • a generaliz• eigenv•ueproblem; to withinonepartin l0s. Heapproached
theproblem
in a
waysimilarto what is donehere,but keptthe fourth-order
Ax=

ABx ,

operator in the stream function formulation.
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M

A•

A,.

e

28
32
36
40
44

0.2375725805
0.2375578883
0.2375268225
0.2375259476
0.2375264073

0.0037438270
0.0037060035
0.0037340707
0.0037391415
0.0037396184

2E,-03
4E,-05
4E,-05
5E-06
6E,-07

48

0.2375264823

0.0037396728

9E,-08

52
56
60
64
68

0.2375264879
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264859
0.2375264882
0.2375264905

0.0037396698
0.0037396708
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396727
0.0037396710
0.0037396694

6E-09
1E,-09
1E-10
3E,-11
5E-10

72
76
80
84
88

_

28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88

5E-10
1E,-11
4E,-09
3E-09
3E,-09

Table 1: Frequency,Ai, and growth rate, At, for the Orr-

95

0.2375702251
0.2375586386
0.2375267517
0.2375259549
0.2375264096
0.2375264811

0.0037455732
0.0037057074
0.0037342618
0.0037390797
0.0037396332
0.0037396693

0.2375264882
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264888
0.2375264889
0.2375264888
0.2375264887

0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396706
0.0037396705
0.0037396706

2E,-03
4E,-05
4E,-05
5F_,-06
7E,-07
8E-08
7E,-09
5E,-10
2E,-11
3E,-11
7E,-11
4E-11
2E,-10
3E,-10
1E,-10
1E,-10

Sommerfeldproblemat Re = 1Iv = 10000,k = 1,c•= 1.0

Table 2: Frequency,Ai, and growth rate, At, for the OrrSommerfeldproblemat Re = 1/v = 10000,k - 1,a = 1.0

and U0 = 1.0 As boundary conditionsare used the four

and Uo = 1.0. As boundaryconditionsare usedthe Dirich-

conditions
on the streamfunction. e = IAM--AM_212 let boundary conditionsfor the stream function and the
showsthe convergenceof the eigenvaluecorrespondingto solvability
constraint
for the vorticity.• = {AM-- AM-2{•
the first unstablemode for increasingM.

showsthe convergence
of the eigenvaluecorresponding
to
the first unstablemodefor increasingM.

In Table 1 we showthe result of the eigenvaluecalcula-

tion with the boundaryconditionsgivenby Eqs.(19)-(20). 4.1
We observeexcellentagreementwith the resultsreported

General description

We approximatethe two unknownvariables,w and 8, by

in [14],but alsonotethat for M > 76 the solutionis con- a truncated Fourier-Chebyshevexpansion,i.e.
taminated by round-off errors.

In Table 2 we showthe resultsof stability calculations
with the boundary conditionsenforcedthrough the vorticity constraints. Again, we observeexcellentagreement
with previouslypublishedresults. This clearly provesthe
consistencybetweenthe two types of boundaryconditions.
It seemsthat enforcingthe solvabilityconstraintsleadsto
slightly more accurateresults for large number of modes

)
M

N/2

•=o
•=o 'Pf•cos\
L• ,/+

(M). This maybe dueto betterconditioned
matriceswhen
the solvability constraintsare applied as opposedto the
Neumann-typeboundaryconditions,therebyreducingthe
effects of round-off

errors.

We are able to calculate the

unstable
eigenvalues
with an accuracy
of O(10-1ø).

where•i•,

,j, •i• •d •

•e theexpansion
coefficients.

Intherem•ning
pm wewffiuse,
6i}•d ½0• symbols
for both cosine•d sin•modes, • their treatment will be

equivalent.
Also,wewilluse• and½ • symbols
forthe

4

Implementation

Having developedconsistentsolvabilityconstraintsfor the
vorticity, we proceednow by presentinga full implementation of a spectralschemefor solvingNavier-Stokesequations in a two-dimensionalchannel. Additionally, we will
addressthe issuesof solutionof implicit problems,the determination of the initial vorticity distribution, and the
questionof full discretestability of the proposedscheme.

•1 matricesof •own
exposion coefficients.
T•s recurs Eq.(1) into

V2• = -• ,
with boundary
conditions
givenby Eqs.(6)-(7). The Jacobian,[.,.], becomes
a two-dimensional
convolution
in
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m6de space. However, in order to avoid the significant
In constructingan approximatesolutionto this problem,
computational load required to calculate the convolution, usinga Chebyshevtau method, we look for solutionsto
the derivativesare calculatedin mode space;whereasthe
LM2 = ] ,
convolution is done in point-space, where it amounts to
a pointwise multiplication. Immediately after trsm.•form- where
ing the Jacobianback to mode-space,it is fully de-aliased

usingthe 2/3-rule.

Fortimeintegration
of thespectral
equation,
thepresence of a nonlinear

i----0

convective term and a linear diffusive

term offers itself to semi-implicittime integration. We
havechosento apply a fully corrected3rd orderpredictor-

suchthata = (a0,...,a.) T • Qo
• _=•p•(T•)•o •.a
] = (]o,...,]u) • 6 Q•-2. In thisc•e Lu = D•,

corrector Adamn-Bashforth scheme for the convective term
and a backward Euler for the diffusive term. This leads to

which is the secondorder differentiationmatrix • •ven

a full schemefor advancing
onetime step,(n), as

• e.g. [16].Thisoperatorh•, in the absence
of boundary
conditions,a strict upper triangnl• form. Applying the
bo•d•

•7•n ._ _•,n

(P): (1- vary•) •* =

At(9.3Fn
_16Fn_x
-I-5Fn-e)
(26)
v2• * = -•*
(c): (• - •v •) •"+• =

• (•r'+sr• - r •-') ,
whereP and C denotethe predictorand the correctorstep,
respectively;At is the time step and

Fn=_[&n, •n] .
In the next two sectionswe will addressthe problems
of how to solvethe two implicit equationsand discussthe
stability of the full discrete scheme.

4.2

Solution of the implicit problems

conditions •

tau conditions in the lowest two

r•s resultsin a non-sin•
matr• problem. Solutionof
th• problemby dkect methods,e.g. Gaussi• elimination,

req•res O(M a) operations.AdditionMly,for incre•ing
resolution,M, this problem becomesill-conditioned and,
thus; •troduces si•ificant numerical egors, which may
i•ibit dyn•ic•
studieswhere the Poissonequation is
solvedrepeatedly.
For thesere,ohs, we approachthe problemdifferently.

Following
[8],we•sumethat Q• = N(D •) • Q• where
•(D 2) si•ifies the null-space
of the operator,D 2. The
appro•mate solutionto Eq.(27) may be obtainedas
1

(28)

• = • + •.•

• ,

k=0

where
•P • Q• isa p•ticul• solution,
• = (&•,..., •)•
•d span{&•
}•=0 = •(D2) spasthenull-space
oftheo•
eratot, i.e. it is a b•is for the homogeneoussolutions.
We will later ret•n

to the determination of the two con-

stats, a•. By identi•ing thesedifferentspaces,we obtain

thattheoperator,
•2: Q• • Q•-2, is a 1-1mapping
in the restricteddomainwith a uniquelydefinedii•verse,

As seenin the previoussection,our schemerequiresa Poistermtheinson and Helmholtz equation to be solved twice in every •-2: Q•-2 • Q•. Wemayconveniently
-verse
operator
•
integation
operator.
As
shown
by Couttime step. This puts significantrequirementson the efflsi•
et
M.
[8],
this
operator
c•
be
determined
from
the reciencyand accuracyof the methodsappliedto solvethese
c•sion
relations
of
the
o•hogonM
pol•omial
family.
For
implicit equations.

For the presentschemewe haveappliedsomerecentre-

theChebyshev
b•,

it h• theelements
forVi 6 [2,..., M]

suitsby Coutsias
et al. [8]by whichbothproblems
maybe
reducedto operationson well-conditionedtri-diagonalmatrices. In order to understandthe idea behind the schemes,
we leave for a moment the full two-dimensionalproblems
and considerthe simple one-dimensionalPoissonequation

• •i--2

(29) b•,= -,•
4i•
0

y=i
j = i+ 2

'

otherwise

i.e. it is simply a tri-diagonM matra, with the •st two

(27)

0x2--/ , u(-I-1)=0
,

where. = •(x), ! = f(x) andx • I-i, 1].

rowsbeingzeros.Havingidentifiedthe integation operator •ows usto derive• •gorithm for solvingthe Poisson
•uation • O(M) operations.
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The particular solution in Eq.(28), may be found

(31)

straightforwardlyas

(a0)

[D2- (ja)2I]•:

-&• ,

where a = 2•r/Lx is the aspectratio, I is the identity

ap= b-2! .

In order to obtain the full solution,we needto identify the

matr•and• = ½0•,...,•)•,

Z• = (Z0•,...,Z.)•.

Thus, all the Fouriermodesdecouple,and we haveto solve

null-space
oftheoperator.
Weassume
that&k= •k + 0k, N independentequationsof the form givenby Eq.(31).
where
•k E Q0
M, 0k E Q2
M and•k signifies
a vector
of The boundary conditionswere derived in Sec. 3 as
zeroeswith the k'th positionbeing one. This is simply the

Chebyshev
transform
ofTk. Since&kisa null-vector
to the
operator,
1•2, weobtain

M

(32)j=0 : •00=0 , E(+l)i+xi2•i0=Uñ(t)

¾ke[0,1]:D2•k=D2(•k+0k)=0 ,

M

• • o : •(+•)•

or

=o.

1•20k = 0 ,
since
D2•k--=0. In thissimple
example,
thisequation
only Wenowintroduce
•i = D
~2•b•,
•p •j ½Q0
M-2,leading
toan
has the trivial solution. Thus, we obtain the null-spaceof

approachfor obtainingthe particular solutionas

the operator as

so=•o , p =p

(33)

[I- (ja)21])
-2]•: -•,•
½•: f>-%.

The completesolutionmaythembe written, usingEq.(28),

Introducing the boundary conditions,we obtain the two

We note that all matrices are tri-diagonal matricessuch
that the problemmay be solvedefficientlyby forwardsubstitution. The only remaining part is to identify the nullspaceof the operator. Similar to what was done for the

unknown constants as the solution to a 2 x 2 system;

one-dimensional
Poisson
problem,
weassume,
e• =

• = •P + ao•ø+ a•

such that
M

ß= -, : • •,•(-,)' + •0 - • = 0
i----0

(34)[D2-(ja)2I]eAk
i: [D2-- (ja)2I](•+•):0

•

M

x=l

:

ui + a0 + a•=0

.

i----0

As we have seen,oncethe particular solutionis found in
0(34) operationsusingEq.(30), the remainingpart of the

solutionamounts
to solvinga 2 x 2 system.Asshownin [8],
the conditioningof the integrationoperatoris very good,
leadingus to the conclusion
that the full problemmay be
solvedwith very high accuracyevenat high resolution.
4.2.1

Poisson's equation

Assuming
• = D~2q•
•aoneobtainsthescheme

<35)

..

[I- <ja)21•-2]
• =(ja)2•
4
=D

•;

-k = •k +qj
e•
Contrary to the simplercaseof the one-dimensional
Poisson equation,we cannot obtain the null-vectorby analytical means. However,one should note that the null-vector

Followingthe approachoutlinedin the previouspart of the
paper, we will now derive an algorithm,basedon the integrationoperators,for solvingthe two-dimensional
Poisson
equationin a channelgeometry.
Expandingthe unknownsin a truncated Fourier(N)Chebyshev(M)seriesyieldsthe followingproblemfor¾j •

erationsonly involvewell-conditionedtri-diagonalbanded
matricesthe eigenvectors
spanningthe null-spacemay be
foundwith high accuracy.
Introductionof the boundaryconditionsis doneby ap-

[0,...,N/2]

plyingEq.(28). The treatmentmay conveniently
be split

may be calculatedin a preprocessing
stage. Sinceall op-

An Accurate Tau Method For Incompressible
Flows
into zero and non-zero

Fourier

modes.

equivalentto that proposedin [16]. However,we wish
to emphasizethat this particular tri-diagonal form here
is shownto be a consequence
of the three term recurrence

Fourier mode j • 0:

relationfor the Chebyshevpolynomialand not of the specific geometry.Similar bandedoperatorsmay be obtained
for all polynomialsobeyingsucha recurrencerelation.

FollowingEq.(32) we obtain
M

M

M

(36)•'•• + a'o
• •.o.+
i----0

i:0

M

o

+

4.2.2

Helmholtz' equation

i=0

M

imO

47

M

+

i=O

i=O

= 0.

The schemefor the Helmholtz equation is very similar
to that of the Poissonequation. Consider the Helmholtz
equation approximatedby a Fourier-Chebyshevseries

Note that s•mation overthe null-vectorsmay be done•
preprocess•g.Thus, cMc•ating the two constats ao •d

(39)

a• is • O(M) operation.

for ¾j 6 [0,...,N/2], whereA - vat. As for the Pois-

Fourier mode j:

constraintsfor the vorticity were derived in Sec. 3 as

lAD2- (1+ A(jo•)2)I]
J•,•:],• ,

sonproblem,all Fouriermodesdecouple.The solvability
O:

In thiscasethe problembecomes
equivalentto the example

in thebeginning
of thissection.Thus,•o
• = 0. Sincewe
choose
•oo'- 0 weobtainthesolution

j--O:
or

M

As a consequence
we are only able to specifythe value of

•o(y) at oneboundary,
whichis in full accordance
with
what we found in Sec. 3. As the problem is overdetermined, we will usetwo differentmethodswhich, however,
are fully consistent.
Using the Neumann conditionsleadsto

(40)

---C =U-(t)
- U+(t)
= •i=o i2a;iø
-1
2L•
i even

j•O:
M

i:0
M

(37)

al = U+(t)- •(:kl)i+li2•,o ß
i:0

Alternatively, one may apply the two constraintssimultaneouslyby adding the two expressionsto obtain a condition restricting the odd coefficients
M-1

(3s) o,'-

--

--

• •iO '
i odd

As for the Poissonproblem, direct solution leads to an
ill-conditionedproblemfor large resolution.We introduce

•j -- •2• leading
toanapproach
forobtaining
thepar-

ticular solution as

(41)

[AI-(1+A(ja)2)•
-2]•j: ]j
D

As it hasbeenshown,it is possibleto constructthe scheme We note in particularthat all matricesare tri-diagonal
suchthat all operationsare performedusingbandedma- matricessuchthat the problemmay be solvedefficiently

trices.This reducesthe total operationcountto O(MN)

by forwardsubstitution.The only remainingpart is to
of the operator.We definethe nullascompared
to thedirectmethodbeinganO(M3N) oper- identifythe null-space
•k = •k + qj,
^k to obtain
ation. In addition to this, all matrices are well-conditioned vectorasej
and the boundary conditionsdo not introduce any additional round-offerror into the problem,as is oftenthe case
when usingtraditional tau methods.
In the absenceof the boundary conditions, the tridiagonalform of the Poissonequation presentedhere is

(42) [AD
• - (1+ A(ja)2)I]
• = (1+ A(ja)•)•

Assuming
• -- D' 2q•
• oneobtainsthescheme
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1

1dtd(V+(t)
+V-(t))'
2v
.L-6p- ----

(46)

(43)

Equation(45) restrictsthe evenmodesby ensuringconsistency between the circulation and the vorticity, and

Eq.(46), obtainedby addingthe two Neumannconditions,
restrainsthe odd modes of the vorticity. Again, we end
Similar to the two-dimensionalPoissonequation, we have up with a 2 x 2 systemwhich has to be solvedin order to
to find the null-vectorby solvingthe problemnumerically. obtain the remaining constants.
Again, this may be done in a preprocessing
stage of the

computation,with high accuracy.We find that, dueto the
appearanceof the parameter• (which may vary signifi- 4.3 Initial vorticity distribution
candyfor differentcomputations),
it is necessary
to equili- The codeis initialized by choosinga vorticity distribution
bratethe matricesprior to solvingthe problemby forward at t = 0. This initial vorticity distribution must, natusubstitution.
This is done in order to obtain maximum
rally, sastisfythe no-slipboundaryconditions(12). If the
accuracy.

As for the treatment of the Poissonequation, we split
the treatment of the solvability constraintsinto zero and
non-zero Fourier modes.

coefficients
wi•(t= 0)andB• areconsidered
asthecomponentsof M dimensionalvectorsfor fixed j -• 0, then the

initialguess
for•i• (t = 0) hasto beprojected
ontoa plane

containing
thevectors
B• andB•. Since
B• andB• are

generallynot mutually orthogonal,the two vectors
Fourier mode j • O:

Followingthe approachgivenby Eq.(28), the solvability

constraints
givenin Eq.(40)for Vj 6 [1,...,N/2] are enforced as

+ .o
i=0

i=0

M

M

M

44)

+

+

and bi•= B•-2B•

are introduced. These two vectors are orthogonalto each

other[9].
Theprojection
oftheinitialguess
for•i• (t = 0) ontothe
trueno-slipwi•(t = 0) isthenperformed
by Gram-Schmidt

'V'"B + Ak

i=0

(47)bie•
=B5+
2B•

orthogonalization

= 0.

Note again that summationover the null-vectorsmay be
perfo•ed • preprocessing.

(48)
In order for this projection schemeto give reasonablere-

suits,the initialguess
• shouldnot be too far fromsatisfyingthe no-slipconstraints(12). This can typicallybe

Fourier mode j = 0:

achievedby choosinga zero-orderdistribution which gives
rise to a flow parallel to the walls and adding an arbitrary,
As statedin Eq.(40), we havethree consistent
conditions but not too large pertubation.
from which we may choosetwo. We havechosenthe conditions

4.4

Asymptotic stability of the discrete
scheme

A

+

i--O
i even

M

(45)

a•

M

^0
eio

As we aim at performing long time integration of the
Navier-Stokesequationsusingthe schemedescribedin the

i=0
i even

•1

previoussections,we need to addressthe issueof temporal
stability of the scheme.

C

E i2---1
ei0 = _•2Lx

The emphasiswill be on asymptoticstability of the
scheme
(t --* o•, At fixed)andnot on the Lax-Richtmeyer
stability (At --. 0, t fixed). The conceptof asymptotic

i----O

i even

M-1

M-1

M-1

• $o2
•Ji0
•Pq'•0E '2-0
iml
odd

i•l
i odd

• eio •
i•l
i odd

stability is normally consideredto be of main interest for

practicalpurposes
[16].

An Accurate Tau Method For IncompressibleFlo•vs
In order to perform the stability analysis, we linearize
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are introducedin Lj as tau conditions.We have alsoin-

troduced
the2(M+ 1)vector
&?= [(&•,

Eq.(1) arounda linearvelocityprofile

The operationsnecessaryto perform the predictor step,

Eq.(51), may nowconveniently
be written in the form

u = (y, 0).
This recastsEq.(1) into the linearform

Ax* = Px n ,
where

• + Y•-•z
= vV2•'

X* = (&•,&•,&•-I
-.n-l,T
,' ' ' ,&•V/2,-n
•NI2,WN/2
) , and
subject to the solvability constraintson the vorticity as
x"(,;.,•',c;,•'-•,c;,•
'-• ,' '', •NI2,
-.-.• •NI2 , WN/2
...,-•,:r
--'
;
derivedin Sec. 3. Sincethe linear shearis unconditionally
stable in the continuouscase,this has to be true also for
are 3(M + 1)(N + 2) long vectors. Both A and P are
the fully discrete approximation.
(N/2 + 1) x (N/2 + 1) blockdiagonalmatriceswhereeach
We continue by expanding in a truncated Fouriersubmatrixhasthe order3(M + 1) x 3(M + 1).
Chebyshevseries to obtain two equations for the cosine
In a similar manner we may expressthe correction step,
and sine modes, respectively,for each Fourier mode j 6
Eq.(52), on matrix form as

[0,...,N/•],

Ax n+l - Cx* ,
(49)
(50)

Combiningthesetwo expressionsleads to

Ot+ (ja)Yd:
= [D2- (ja)2I]

Ax "+• = Cx* = CA-•Px"

(ja)Y&;
=. [D2- (ja)2I]

Assumingx" = A-" we obtain the generalizedeigenvalue

Here
&•= (&•j,..., &•4j):randlikewise
for•'

2•r/Lx

problemof O(3(M + 1)(N + 2))

is the aspectratio of the channel,D 2 is the 2nd order
Ax" = ACA-•Px" ,

Chebyshevspectraldifferentialoperator and the convolu-

tion operator,Y, is givenas [16]

j=i-1
j = i+ 1
otherwise

for ¾i 6 [0,...,M], whereco= 2, cj = 1 for j > 0 and
cj = Ofor j < O.
For the semi-implicit predictor-correctorschemegiven

by which we may showstability of the fully discretescheme

providedIAI •_ 1. The eigenvalueproblemmay be solved
using the QZ-algorithm. To limit the size of the actual computation,the eigenvalueproblemfor eachFourier
mode may be treated separately.
In Figure I we show a typical spectrum obtained for

M = N = 24, At = 0.10, L• = 2•r and Re = 1/• = 100.
This clearly confirmsthat the total schemeis asymptoti-

in Eq.(26),weobtainthe followingdiscreteapproximation cally stable and no numerical instabilities are introduced
through the approximation of the continuousstable shear
flow.

We observethat oncethe viscousboundary layer is resolved,which happensapproximatelyfor

M>v•e
where we have introduced

0 0I ' and/,j=Ly0 I
•'=Y -x

,

the stability of the explicit part of the time integration
is well characterizedby the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy
criterion

CFL= [UmaxlAt
<1 .

beingthe 2(M+ 1) x 2(M+ 1) convolution
operatorandthe

A 3•min --

discrete
Helmholtz
operator,
Lj = I - vAt[D2 - (ja)2I],
respectively,for eachFouriermode. We assumethat the

A detailed

discussion on the use of the CFL

solvability
constraints
forthevorticity,asgivenbyEq.(40)

spectralschemes
is givenin [17].

condition

in
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Figure1: Characteristiceigenvalue
spectrumfor the fully discretestabilityanalysisfor M = N = 24, Re = 1/v = 100,
L• = 2•r and At = 0.1. Left: The spectrumaroundthe unit circle. Right: Detail of the spectrumcloseto the unit circle.
For the caseshownin Fig. 1, the CFL-criterion requires
At _• 0.125, whichis supportedby our results.We observe
that as At increases,eigenvaluesfrom the left half-plane
movetowardsthe unit circle. In Fig. I we have used At =

accuracyissue. If the Navier-Stokesequationsare solved
in primitive variables,second-orderderivativesof the velocity field must be calculated.If the w - • form is used,

0.1 and the schemeremains stable, but increasingthe time
step slightly implies that eigenvaluescrossthe unit circle

putationof the velocityalreadyinvolvesa computationof
V•. Of course,thingsare not necessarilydrasticallybad,
sincethe streamfunctionis calculatedfrom the vorticity in
spectralspaceby inverting the Laplace operator; and this
procedureis smoothing.However,the problemof comput-

and as a result the scheme becomes unstable.

5

Calculation

of pressure field

then third-order derivatives must be taken since the com-

ing third derivatives
canstill be serious[6].

In our alternative approach,we avoidthe issuesrelated
The traditional approachof calculatingthe pressureis to to overdeterminacy
by rewriting the momentumequation
take the divergenceof the momentumequationand enforce in the form
the condition of incompressibilityleading to the Poisson
problem:

(53)

v•p = v. (pu. Vu).

The boundary conditionsare found by consideringthe momentum equation at the boundaries. Assumingfluid ad-

sothat, introducingthe dynamicpressure
I

ut+u-Vu= P1Vp+r,
V2u

2

.P= p+ ]pu,

hesion(no-slip)at the walls,the momentumequation
we obtain

-1VP
= -V (• +v•)x•.- wV•.
p

gives

Vplov- -u'(t) + v V•ulov

Again, at first sight,calculating•t involveshigh derivatives since

where U(t) is the wall velocity. This expression
for the
gradient of p gives rise to both Neumann and Dirichlet
conditionson p, which leads to too many boundary con- However, this relation can be written as
ditions on the pressure. This problem can be overcome
in a number of ways. However, there remains a serious
v • (,/,6
+ ,,,,,,)
= [o.,,
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This computesthe lumpedquantity•,. + • which,after
all, is what appearson the right hand sideof the pressure
gradientequation.Thus,the needto consider
anythingbut
first derivativesin the pressurecalculationis eliminated.

computations,
we recoverP.

This leads to the following algorithm for the pressure
computation:

scheme.

The two expansions

thus constructedshouldagreeon the non-zeromodes.
The differenceof thesetwo independentcomputations
providesan upper estimatefor the accuracyof the

ß Given a vorticity field •

ß Find the valuesof the j-th Fourier mode of • at walls,
for j • 0:
M

6

Numerical

tests

In previous
papers[9,18],thehighaccuracy
of ourmethod
in calculationsat moderateReynoldsnumbersup to Re _<
3000 was demonstratedand closeagreementwith experi-

i--O

mental results were shown.

ß Find • by solvingthe Poissonproblems:
2 ^

Here, we will report results obtained by our code for

higherReynoldsnumberflowsin orderto demonstrate
the
capabilitiesof the method.

I•=ñ•
V•o
=-•o, dy
ß Computethe Jacobian[a•,•p]

=

5P
ñ

ø

flow

1.0. These parameters correspondexactly to the eigensolutions obtained for the Orr-Sommerfeld equation studied
in Sec. 3.1. As we know the solution of the linearized prob-

subjectto the boundary conditions

__

Poiseuille

tionsof a Poiseuilleflowat Re = 10,000and a = 2rr/Lx -

Solve

+

Unstable

In the first example,we report resultsfrom direct simula-

ß Computethe quantity •Pt+

v2

6.1

Oy

ß Finally, computea•'•b

ß Now considerthe dynamicpressure
P - p + •• pus
which satisfies:

IVP= -V (•p•
+ v.•)x•.-•v•p

p

lem with high accuracy,this proceduremay be viewedas
a thoroughtest of the full schemeand interdependencies
of the spatial and temporal resolution.
In order to extract the unstable mode, we apply the

algorithmby Buneman[19]whichallowsfor calculating
the frequencyand growth rate of a monochromaticsignal.
It should be noted that this schemeis only secondorder
accuratein time. As a signal for the diagnosticswe use
the time-trace of the expansioncoefficientof the second
Chebyshevmode and the first Fourier mode, i.e. k = 1.
In all runs we used a time step, At, which is well under the limit dictated by the semi-implicit time advancing
scheme. All rnn.• have been continued until T = 200. The

The right handsideis known,to an accuracyof the

numbers
areaccurate
to O(10-?).

sameorderas the rest of the quantitiesinvolvedin the

In Table 3 we study the spatial convergenceof the
scheme. As found from the linear eigenvalueanalysisin

code.

We maycomputethe dynamicpressure
in modespace
by invertingeither the x- or the y-componentof
the gradient.Eachcomputation
shouldproducethe
Fourier-Chebyshev
expansion
of P exceptfor the corresponding
0-mode(i.e. invertingthe x-component
givesno informationaboutthe 0-Fouriermode,and,
similarly, the y-componentwill yield no information aboutthe 0-Chebyshev
mode). Combiningboth

Sec. 3.1, we confirm that M --- 64 and N = 16 is sufficient
to resolvethe dynamicsof the unstable Poiseuilleflow. We

observethat assoonas the dynamicsis resolved,we obtain
the eigenvalues
with very goodaccuracy.
We have also studiedthe temporal convergence
of the
full scheme.We find that the schemeis clearly first order
in time as expectedfrom the backwardEuler time step for
the diffusivepart of the equation.
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T=8.00

T=10.00

T=10.00

T=14.00

T=30.00

T=30.00

Figure 2: The roll up of a thin shearlayer in a periodicchannelwith countermovingwalls at Re = 40,000. The

coutourplotsshowvorticity(left) andpressure
(right)with full anddashedlinesindicatingpositiveandnegative
levels,
respectively.

.
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M

.iV

A,•

,X•

64

16

0.01250

0.2375063

64

32

0.01250

0.2375063

0.0037167

64
64

64
128

0.01250
0.01250

0.2375063
0.2375063

0.0037167
0.0037167

i6
32
64
128

0.0037167

16

0.00625

0.2367990 0.0212072

16
16
16

0.00625
0.00625
0.00625

0.2396010
0.2375164
0.2375164

0.0042858
0.0037283
0.0037282

Table 3: Spatial convergence
of frequency,hi, and growth
rate, At, for the unstable mode of a Poiseuille flow at
Re--10,000, k -- 1, a = 1.0 and U0 = 1.0. M and N are
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complexdynamicsinvolvedin vorticity productionduring
boundarylayer eruptions.
The computation of the pressuregivesglobal errors, as

defined
in the lastpart of Sec.5, of (P(10-7) up to T • 5,
whenthin boundarylayersnear the wallsare formed. The

globalerrorthengrows
to (P(10-s) whichiskeptthroughout the symmetricevolution,demonstratingthe high accuracyof the pressurealgorithm.

?

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have developed a spectral tau method

the numberof Chebyshev
and Fouriermodes,respectively, for the solutionof the incompressible
Navier-Stokesequaand At designatesthe usedtime-step.

6.2

Roll up between moving walls at high
Reynolds number

In Figure 2 we showthe evolutionof the vorticityand pressurefield during roll up of a thin shearlayer in a periodic
channelwith countermoving walls at Reynoldsnumber
Re -- 40, 000. The value of Re is based on the channel

half width and the total velocity differencebetweenthe

upperandlowerwallsmovingwith U+ -- -1 and U- = 1,

tions in a planar geometry. The emphasishas been on
the periodicchannelwith no-slipwalls, but we have previouslyemployedsimilar algorithmsin annular geometries

[3, 7, 18],just aswe are presentlyadaptingthe schemeto
a disk geometry.
The emphasisin this work has been on the accurate solution of the incompressibleNavier-Stokesequations for
flowswith strong boundary layer interactions. Such flows
requirehigh spatial resolution,which, in turn, imposesevere requirementson the developmentof accurate and effi-

cientalgorithms.We haveimplementedseveraldiagnostic
accuracytests in the code, and in the presentpaper, we
have reported resultsdemonstratingthat high accuracy
canbe obtainedevenfor flowswith violent boundarylayer

respectively.Obviously,this examplehas mainly theoretical interest,sincethree-dimensionaleffectswill beginto be
important already at much lower Reynoldsnumbers. At
activity.
T = 0, we haveset up an unstablevorticity sheetperturbed
We havepreviously
demonstrated
closeagreement[3, 7,
in the •c-directionby mode number 1. In this example,we
18]
between
our
numerical
results
and
experiments
perhave used 512 Fourier modesand 1024 Chebyshevmodes,
formedat moderateReynoldsnumbers,(P(1000). In this
corresponding
to 342 x 684 active modesafter de-aliasing.

The time step,At, is 10-3 .
We observea very high degreeof symmetry in the numerical solutiondespitemany violent bursts of boundary
layer vorticity. Symmetry of the flow is maintainedup to
T • 35. After this, the codecan no longeradequatelyresolvethe dynamicsand breaksdown shortly after T -- 37.

paper, we have furthermoredemonstratedthe ability of

our schemeto perform accurate and direct simulations

of turbulent boundarylayer eruptionsin planar flowsat
Reynoldsnumberswhichare evenan orderof magnitude
higher.

We haveperformeda similarsimulation[20]with additional randomnoiseof amplitude10-s addedto all the
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